MAKE IT RAIN TSHIRT FUNDRAISER
Helping Fund the $121,000 Field of Dreams Project
“Make it Rain” is colloquialism possibly attributed to the Dust Bowl era, when farmers would state that they would “do the
impossible”, by “making it rain”. On the modern day basketball court, “making it rain 3’s” refers to a shooter on a hot streak.
It has recently been attributed to “making money fly”. We think it simply means “make it happen!”
SO HOW DOES IT APPLY TO US? We are in the midst of a $121,000 fundraising effort many have claimed would be
impossible, and our goal is to bring water to the playing fields at our facilities. So we need money, we are going to bring
water (rain), and we will make it happen because “impossible” means nothing to us.

The Nitty Details
Tshirts for a $15 donation toward the LEGACY FUND.
Shirt Design is Navy & Red on white tshirt. Deadline to turn in orders April 20th!
Orders and donations can be processed online!
We have completed $25,000 of the Phase I project so far! Thank you for your help!

We will complete the rest of the project by Labor Day 2013!
TSHIRT FRONT DESIGN

TSHIRT BACK

WHO IS TULSA FIELD SPORTS ALLIANCE? TFSA is an alliance of sports user groups, overseen by
managing operator, West Side Alliance Soccer Club. The user groups collaborate on shared field space, ideas for
operations, and cross-pollinating their different sports. The mission of TFSA is to gain more access to available land
space for “field sports” participation in the Tulsa area by sharing resources of ideas, manpower, and shared field
space. Full members include West Side Alliance Soccer, Tulsa Youth Lacrosse, Tulsa Lacrosse, Tulsa Ultimate
Federation (Frisbee), St Thomas Soccer.

LEGACY FUND: Fund dedicated to capital improvements at facilities used by West Side Alliance Soccer Club.
Contributions from TFSA members will be dedicated to West Bank improvements. Contributions from WSA members
will be shared across Rivercity Parks, Salvation Army, and West Bank.
FIELD OF DREAMS: Project planned in 3 phases, for the development of facilities to a first-class, event standard.
Project planning includes contemplation of long-term operational and maintenance costs once facilities are developed.
PHASE I FOD: Phase I of the Field of Dreams project goal is focused on “playing surfaces”. This specifically refers
to irrigation, dirtwork, leveling, and initializing a professional turf maintenance plan w/ proper equipment and staff.
LONG TERM PHASE II & III: Phase II is dedicated to “Structures” which include fencing, restrooms,
concessions, bleachers, parking, etc. Phase III is dedicated to “Lighting” all playing surfaces with stadium level lighting.

